Indoor Air Quality Gets A Second Look in Wyoming

Christina Kuzmych

Please feel free to contact me with any questions or comments at ckuzmych@uwyo.edu

Thank you for supporting WPM and for listening!

In the spirit of broadcasting beyond borders, I leave you with a quote that speaks to the value of increasing donations from outside Wyoming every fund drive. The Mountain West News Bureau Met For Their First Post-COVID Retreat

Topics range from rural health care access to climate change. The group also met with the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. The group spent two days in Boise reflecting on what the collaboration has achieved so far and what still needs to be done. The Mountain West News Bureau Met For Their First Post-COVID Retreat

WyoGives, an initiative of the Wyoming Community Foundation, is yet another opportunity for WPM to give a voice to Wyoming’s nonprofits. This 24-hour day of online giving began at 7:00 a.m. Mountain Time on July 14, 2021.

Thank you for supporting WPM and for listening! Let us know of your appreciation celebration.
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